a. Combat  
b. 16 August 1944  
c. 77th Ftr Gp, 20th Ftr Gp  
d. 0945 - 1000  
e. Vic of Mulhausen  
f. Very hazy, vis poor  
g. Me 109 - FW 190  
h. One (1) Me 109 dest  
    One (1) FW 190 dam  

I was flying as Red Ldr at 27,000 ft when I called in a gaggle of about 45 E/A to Gp Ldr just as they passed underneath us at 1 to 2 o'clock to us. Gp Ldr made a right turn after them in order to identify them. My radio reception was very poor and I hadn't the slightest idea as to what was going on. The distance between it's opened up at such a rate that I thought something was up. I also noticed tanks being dropped, so I dropped mine meanwhile noticing a formation of bogies flying on our right side climbing. I then looked back over my shoulder and noticed the sky full of A/C which I knew couldn't be all ours. I swung around to port to a position back of the bombers. A P-47 below me was on the tail of a 109 and it seemed smoking very badly, and at the same time I noticed so many of them that I didn't know which of them I would pick as my first tgt. I dove up behind a formation of 109s 7 o'clock position on bombers. At the same time I noticed bright flashes and explosions in and around the bomber formation where other enemy formations were initiating a frontal attack. I dove up right behind a 109 firing from 300 yds, closing to 150 yds noticing many strikes on wing roots and canopy. Pieces flew off E/A and as I passed over him he went down trailing smoke. I then flew over to bomber formation where 4 190s that had just dove through the bombers passed in front of me. I followed the element in a jutberry, firing short deflection shots on the rear plane. They pulled out in a power dive through which I fired continuously on the rear plane, hitting but observing no substantial results. They evidently thought they had shaken me for they pulled up in a shallow turn in which I had two power completely to avoid over running them. At this point, the one gun which had been firing after the other had jammed, quit. The rear plane leveled out and on spotting me along side immediately splintered away. I left the others in a climbing turn back to the bombers where I picked up my wingman and returned home.

I claim: One (1) Me 109 dest  
    One (1) FW 190 dam

J.  
Captain Joseph T. McKean  

/s/ Joseph R. Genast,  
Joseph R. Genast,  
1st Lt., Air Corps,  
Intelligence Officer.

A TRUE COPY.

Gerald F. Costello,  
Captain, Air Corps,  
Asst A-2, 97th Wht.

(D-4) CONFIDENTIAL  

DECLASSIFIED  
Authority NND 7456085  
By: General NARA Date 3-11-44
VERIFICATION OF CLAIM

"I was flying wing position for Captain MeKee when he made bounds on Me-109 in vicinity of Bulhausen at approximately 0950. He closed directly behind this Me-109 firing all the time. I saw strikes on e/a and the canopy seemed to break up. As he pulled off e/a nosed over and went down trailing smoke."

CHARLES C. ARTHAUD,
1st Lt., Air Corps.

Resubmitted for further assessment as pilot knows that e/a was destroyed because hits on cockpit area were numerous and accurate.